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Destination Assessment
INTRODUCTION
In November of 2018, a Destination Assessment
of Orangeville, Ontario, was conducted, and the
findings were presented in a two-and-a-half hour
workshop. The assessment provides an unbiased
overview of Orangeville—how it is seen by a visitor.
It includes a review of local marketing efforts,
signage, attractions, critical mass, retail mix, ease of
getting around, customer service, visitor amenities
such as parking and public washrooms, overall
appeal, and the community’s ability to attract
overnight visitors.
In performing the Destination Assessment, we
looked at the area through the eyes of a first-time
visitor. No prior research was facilitated, and no
community representatives were contacted except
to set up the project. The town and surrounding
area were “secretly shopped.” Any person looking
to relocate their business, industry, or residence will
come to your community as a visitor first. Tourism
is the front door to all your economic development
efforts.
Once potential visitors find information about your
area, are the marketing materials good enough to
close the sale? In the Marketing Assessment, we
reviewed your visitor website and print marketing
materials.
A typical community has five opportunities to close
the sale:
1) Personal contact (visitor information centers,
trade shows, etc.)
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2) Websites
3) Brochures and printed materials
4) Publicity (articles)
5) Word of mouth - the most effective means
We searched the internet for activities, requested
and reviewed printed materials, and looked for
articles and third-party information. As we prepared
for travel to your community, we searched both
commercial and organizational websites promoting
the area, tourism websites, and read travel articles
and guidebooks.
The marketing assessment determined how
effective the marketing was in convincing a
potential visitor that the area would be worth a
special trip, a stop, or an overnight stay. The key to
the marketing assessment is to see if you have a
primary lure that makes you worth a special trip of a
one-hour drive - or from further away. The question
on most visitors’ minds is: What do you have that I
can’t get closer to home? What makes you worth a
special trip?
Where most communities falter is when they merely
provide “lists” of what the community has, whether
it’s truly “unique” or not. Nearly every community
in North America promotes the usual list of
diversions: local museums, shops and restaurants,
plenty of lodging, golf, outdoor recreation, historic
downtowns, scenic vistas, etc. Of course, nearly
every visitor can do these things closer to home. So,
what makes Orangeville worth the trip?
Always promote your primary lure first—what
makes you worth that special trip. THEN, promote
your diversionary, or “complementary” activities.
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Would you go to Anaheim, California, if Disneyland
wasn’t there? Do you think that Universal Studios
and Knotts Berry Farm mind that Disneyland gets
all the glory? Of course not. Eighty percent of all
tourism spending is with those secondary activities.
Disney does the heavy lifting in terms of advertising
and promotion, and the diversionary activities
benefit.
In a nutshell, the Marketing Effectiveness
Assessment looks for what makes your community
worth a special trip, or a great place to live, or to
do business. We look for details, details, details. Do
you give a reason for visiting, and do you provide
enough information to make it easy to plan a trip?
Are the marketing materials good enough to close
the sale?
The second part of the assessment process is
the On-site Assessment. During this part of the
assessment, we spent several days in the area,
looking at enticements from the highways (signs,
billboards, something that would get a visitor
to stop), beautification and overall curb appeal,
wayfinding (ease of getting around), visitor
amenities (public washrooms, visitor information,
parking), activities, overall appeal, retail mix
(lodging, dining, shopping), critical mass, customer
service, area attractions, pedestrian friendliness,
gathering spaces, evening activities, and the
availability of marketing materials and their
effectiveness.
The area benefits from tourism when visitors
spend money, and they do that in the local gift
shops, restaurants, hotels, etc. Therefore, the Onsite Assessment includes a candid look at private

businesses as much as public spaces and amenities.
For every shortcoming or challenge we note during
the assessment process, we provide a low-cost
“suggestion,” where possible, on how the challenge
can be corrected or overcome. The suggestions
are not termed “recommendations,” as they were
developed without consulting the community first
about possible constraints, future plans, or reasons
why the suggestions may not be appropriate.
Hopefully this assessment process will open
dialogue within the community, leading people to
adopt some or all of the suggestions, taking them
from suggestions to recommendations.
It’s important to note that to increase the
town’s tourism industry, fulfilling one or two
of the suggestions may have little impact, but
implementing a number of them, if not all, can have
a profoundly successful impact on the town’s ability
to tap into the tourism industry.
Implementation of these suggestions must be
a region-wide effort, involving both privately
owned businesses as well as local, county, and
provincial agencies, where appropriate. Every local
organization plays a role in tourism, downtown
revitalization, or economic development efforts.
A Destination Marketing Organization (DMO, CVB,
Chamber, TPA, etc.) will not be successful if the
tourism effort is not region-wide.
In many cases, issues may come up that you are
already aware of and are already working on. In
that case, the assessment validates those efforts.
But more often than not, the assessment will point
out things that you are aware of but can’t mention
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or bring up without paying a political price. Local
politics can be a killer of the tourism industry.
While marketing efforts are important, product
development is the most important factor of a
successful tourism industry. Visitors want activities,
not just things to look at. How much time can a
visitor spend enjoying activities - that cater to
their interests - in your area? Does you community
have truly unique attractions the visitor can’t get
closer to home? You must be able to deliver on
your marketing promises – otherwise visitors might
come once, but they won’t come back. It’s much
more cost effective to bring people back, than to
always go out and entice new visitors into town.
“Been there, done that” communities eventually run
out of visitors and find they don’t have a sustainable
tourism industry, or they simply become pit stops
or gateways on the way to somewhere else.
After spending several days reviewing marketing
materials and assessing the community, we have
looked at all of these issues, and have developed
some suggestions and ideas the community can
discuss and possibly implement to help increase
tourism spending locally.

SUCCESSFUL TOURISM TRANSLATES TO CASH
Tourism is successful when the community imports
more cash than it exports. When residents spend
their hard-earned money outside the community,
the community is exporting cash – often referred
to as “leakage.” Tourism helps fill that gap,
importing cash into the local economy without
the necessity of having to provide extended
social and other services. Visitors come, spend
money, then go home. When you import more
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cash than you export, you have a positive “balance
of trade.” Communities with successful tourism
programs easily see that the industry subsidizes the
community, whereas other communities find that
they subsidize visitors – providing services visitors
use without them leaving enough money behind to
cover the cost of those services.
The primary goal of the tourism industry is to bring
more cash into the local economy. This doesn’t
happen when visitors come into the community,
get out of their cars, and take photographs. And
it doesn’t happen when visitors go swimming in
the lake at your park all day, sunning, and eating
the lunch they brought from home. And it doesn’t
happen when visitors hike down your trails, enjoy
your interpretive centers, or stroll through your
lovely arboretums. These are all great things to do,
and, of course, you do want your visitors to do these
– but, you also want to entice them into your shops,
your cafes, espresso stands, restaurants, galleries,
B&B’s, and hotels, ultimately opening their wallets
to make purchases. That is what helps your local
economy, your small merchants, your hoteliers, and
your tax coffers.
To entice visitors to spend money in your
community, you need to have places for them to
spend it – you need to have the right mix of shops,
restaurants, entertainment, and lodging facilities,
all in an attractive setting, as well as attractions that
make them want to visit you in the first place.

INTRODUCTION

sTHE THREE TYPES OF TOURISM
1. Visiting friends and family
The number one reason people travel is to visit
friends and/or family. If you did nothing to
promote tourism, you would still have tourism
in your community. However, when friends and
family come to visit, do your residents take them
out to eat, shop, dine locally? Or do they head to
a neighboring community? Do your locals even
know what you have to offer? An effective tourism
marketing effort also includes educating locals as to
what you have and how to find it through effective
wayfinding signage, gateways and advertising.

activity is shopping and dining in a pedestrianfriendly setting.
The average leisure visitor is active 14 hours a day,
yet typically only spends four to six hours with the
primary lure. They then spend eight to ten hours
with diversionary activities - things they could
do closer to home, but will do while in the area.
A good example of this is Branson, Missouri, the
“live music-theater capital of the world.” This town
of 6,500 residents hosts 7.5 million visitors a year.
The primary “lure” is the 49 music theaters. The
average visitor attends two shows a day over about

2. Business travel
The second most popular reason for travel is
business. Included in this category is educational
travel: colleges and universities, as well as
conventions and meetings, corporate travel,
vendor travel, etc. Like leisure travelers, this group
is looking for things to do “after hours” while in
the area. The most successful convention and
trade show towns are the result of their secondary
activities or “diversions,” not simply because of
their convention and exhibition facilities. Think
Disneyworld, Disneyland, San Antonio’s River Walk,
Banff, to name a few.
3. Leisure travel
The third, and most lucrative of all types of visitors,
is the leisure traveler. They have no personal
connections to the community, but are coming
purely to enjoy themselves. They stay in commercial
lodging establishments, eat virtually all their meals
in local restaurants, and their top diversionary
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four hours. During the other hours of the day, the
visitor will shop in local outlet malls, head to the
water parks, theme parks, and other attractions,
play a round of golf, hike, bike, fish, do some bird
watching, and participate in any number of other
activities they could do closer to home, but will do
while visiting Branson.

must be different from what the visitor can get
closer to home.

THE THREE STAGES OF TOURISM

THE FOUR-TIMES RULE

1. Status quo

Visitors will make a point of stopping or staying in
a community if it has enough activities that appeal
specifically to them and will keep them busy four
times longer than it took them to get there.

If you take no action to develop the tourism
industry, you will still have an element of tourism,
simply because some travelers will pull off local
highways or freeways for gas, food, or lodging,
as well as the fact that the number one reason
for travel is to visit friends or family. If you have
residents, you will have some tourism.
2. Getting people to stop
The first priority of developing a successful tourism
industry is getting people to stop. Imagine how
successful businesses in the community would be
if just 50% of the vehicles traveling through pulled
off the highway and spent just 30 minutes in your
community – buying gas, an ice cream cone, a
sandwich, a gift or souvenir?
If there’s a strong pull, imagine the money spent if
visitors stayed two hours in the community, which
nearly always translates to additional spending.
The first goal is to get those travelers to stop.
3. Becoming the destination
To become a destination community you must have
attractions and supporting amenities that convince
visitors to spend the night. And those attractions
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Overnight visitors spend three times that of
day visitors, and nearly ten times that of visitors
using your community as a pit stop on the way to
somewhere else.

In other words, if a person has to drive 15 minutes
to visit you, do you have enough for them to do to
keep them busy for an hour? (4 times 15 minutes)
If a visitor has to drive an hour, do you have the
activities and amenities to keep them busy for four
hours?
The more you have to offer, collectively, the further
visitors will come, and the longer they will stay, and
of course, the more they will spend. This is why it is
so important for communities to market more than
just their immediate geographic areas. By marketing
neighboring activities and attractions, you present
much more for a visitor to do, and you make the
visit worth the trip.
Visitors don’t care about town limits or county
lines – so market the broader package and you’ll
be able to keep people in the area long enough to
translate to another meal, some more shopping,
and hopefully, an overnight stay.

INTRODUCTION

SELL THE EXPERIENCE, NOT GEOGRAPHY
Nearly every destination marketing organization
is charged with promoting a geographic area, yet
visitors couldn’t care less about those boundaries.
They are looking for activities that cater to their
interests, and location is second to the experience.
ALWAYS promote the primary lure first, then the
location. People by the millions head to Disneyland,
Disneyworld, Dollywood and other attractions. They
are not going to Anaheim, Orlando or Pigeon Forge.
Always sell the activity - the experience - THEN the
location.

LURES, DIVERSIONS AND AMBIANCE
Too often communities promote the list of
diversions that nearly every community has. The
primary lure is the activity that a visitor can’t find
closer to home.
Always promote your primary lure, then the
diversions. Do not try to be all things to all people.
Have you ever gone anywhere because they had
“something for everyone?” Of course not - you go
there because they have something specific for you.
Find your niche and promote it like crazy.
Historic downtowns provide ambiance - they are
not attractions, diversions, nor are they a primary
lure. It’s what’s in the buildings that makes a
downtown a destination.
The same can be said for scenery. Unless your
vista is a world-class scene, such as Niagara Falls or
the Grand Canyon, scenic vistas create wonderful
ambiance, but don’t translate to spending, and they
only last a few minutes. Then what?

All too often communities promote their heritage
as a primary draw. How far would you travel to
visit a mining museum? A timber museum? An
agricultural center? A county historical museum?
Heritage must be outstanding and pervasive
throughout the community to be a primary lure,
such as Plimoth Plantation or Salem, Massachusetts.
Thousands of communities are the “capital” of
something. For instance, in California, Borrego
Springs is the grapefruit capital of the world. Gilroy
is the garlic capital. Modesto is the tomato capital.
Gridley is the kiwi capital. Oxnard is the strawberry
capital. Fallbrook is the avocado capital. But here’s
the question: Have you ever gone anywhere
because it was the capital of a fruit or vegetable?
Your local heritage is important to the community
and can set the ambiance, even becoming a
diversionary activity. For local heritage to be a
major attraction, it needs to combine activities with
ambiance, and it needs to be pervasive throughout
the area.

BE DIFFERENT OR THE BEST
Why should a visitor come to your community
if they can enjoy the same activities closer to
home? Too many communities promote “outdoor
recreation” as their primary draw. Unfortunately,
that is the same attraction promoted by nearly
every community in North America.
If you are different, then you have a reason for
travelers to choose to visit you. If you are the best,
then visitors will generally flock to your doors.
If you have great hiking trails, then market their
unique qualities. Be specific and paint the image
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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of how wonderful they are in the minds of
your potential visitors. If you have one fantastic
restaurant in town, let people know about it – a
unique dining experience is something many
people will travel far to enjoy.
Ashland, Oregon, previously a depressed timber
town, began its Shakespeare Festival, which now
runs nine months of the year and draws hundreds
of thousands of visitors who spend an average of six
nights in the community. The Shakespeare Festival
made Ashland different from any other community.
Leavenworth, Washington, another dying timber
town, adopted a Bavarian architectural theme and
produces dozens of Bavarian events every year.
Some now say the town looks more genuinely
Bavarian than towns in Bavaria. It is now one of the
primary tourist destinations in Washington state,
hosting more than 2.5 million visitors annually. They
offer a different experience, an experience that is
pervasive throughout town.
Okanogan County, Washington is an outdoor
recreational paradise – just like 37 of the 38
other counties in Washington. So why go to
the Okanogan? Because they are the best. They
researched guidebooks, newspaper and magazine
articles, and pulled quotes they could use in their
advertising efforts. Like, “Pinch yourself, you’re in
Okanogan Country with perhaps the best cross
country skiing on the continent.” This, and other
quotes like it, make it worth the drive to visit
Okanogan Country. The third-party endorsements
show that they are the best.
Set yourself apart from everyone else, and you’ll see
that by being unique, you’ll be a greater attraction.
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CRITICAL MASS MEANS CASH
Although it may not be the primary reason why
visitors come to your community, shopping and
dining in a pedestrian setting is the number one
activity of visitors. Besides lodging, it is also how
visitors spend the most amount of money.
Do you have a pedestrian-friendly shopping district?
If not, can you create one? Many communities
have been highly successful with the development
of a two or three block long pedestrian “village”
including visitor-oriented retail shops, dining, visitor
information, washrooms, etc., all in an attractive,
landscaped setting.
The general rule of thumb in those two or three
blocks (not spread out all over town) is 10+10+10:
Ten destination retail shops, which includes
galleries, antiques, collectibles, home accents and
furnishings, artists in action, book stores, logo gear
(clothing), souvenirs, outfitters, tour operators,
activity shops such as kites, jewelry, wine or
tobacco shops, and other specialties. The second
ten is for food: ice cream, fudge and candy stores,
soda fountains, sit-down dining, coffee shops, cafes,
bistros, delis, etc. And the final ten are businesses
open after 6:00 pm. This includes entertainment:
bars, dance clubs, theaters (movies and performing
arts), retail shops with activities (piano bar in a wine
shop), etc.
The important point is to group these businesses
together to create the “critical mass” in a pedestrianfriendly setting. This will attract visitors as well as
locals, and make it worth their while to stop and
shop. People are always drawn to the critical mass –

INTRODUCTION

the opportunity to have multiple choices, multiple
experiences, all in a convenient and attractive
setting.

TOURISM IS AN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
The goal of successful tourism is for people to come
into the community, spend money, and go home.
Tourism is nearly a $947 billion dollar industry in
the U.S., nearly $82 billion in Canada, and supports
millions of jobs. Ninety percent of tourism industry
businesses are small businesses of which 90%
have less then 15 employees. Tourism provides the
opportunity for entrepreneurs to get started, for
small family-run businesses to thrive, for artisans
and craftspeople to find a market, and creates a
basis for unique niche-retail environment including
wineries, artists, crafts, etc. Tourism provides a
diverse market within the community, expanding
its potential. Enhancing the community through
beautification efforts creates an attractive setting
for both locals and visitors, key in revitalizing a
community’s downtown. And a tourism-friendly
town will attract non-tourism industries faster than
others – new businesses will see the community
as a visitor before they make a final determination
about the community. Tourism is the front door to
your economic development efforts.
The benefits of a healthy tourism industry can
rejuvenate a town, foster community pride,
encourage economic diversity, and lead the way to
a vital, successful community.

Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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NEXT STEPS
The findings and suggestions in this report will
provide many ideas, strategies, and goals to reach
for. We hope that it fosters dialogue and becomes
a springboard for the community in enhancing the
tourism industry and other economic development
efforts, leading to greater prosperity, rejuvenation,
and enjoyment by all the citizens.
This report offers a first step in reaching that goal.
To fully realize the benefits of this assessment,
the community should take these findings and
suggestions, discuss them and evaluate them, and
develop a plan for implementation.
A detailed branding plan could help to build on
the results of this assessment, adding in-depth
research, evaluation, and local input to develop a
unique brand and implementation program. The
assessment process essentially provides a look at
where you are today. RBI’s BrandCamp program
helps build your branding plan from the ground
up - with local input, brainstorming, research, and
creative planning. We can work with you to guide
you through the process, helping create a plan that
has local champions and community buy-in.
The next step in the planning process would be
to provide public outreach and review past and
current planning efforts. This would determine your
goals as a region.
The third step would involve research, feasibility
and market analysis, and determining your brand what you are or hope to be known for.
Then comes the “development” portion of the plan
or the “how to get there” program: determining
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what product development initiatives need to
be undertaken to reinforce and grow the brand.
This also includes defining the roles of the various
local organizations. Brand-building takes a village
- everyone pulling in the same direction, each with
their own “to do list.”
Finally, there’s the detailed marketing plan: how and
when you will tell the world who you are and what
makes you special - the place to live, work and play.
The branding plan should be an “action plan” as
opposed to a “strategic plan.” You want a to do list,
by organization, not just general strategies, goals
and objectives.
The recommendations should provide all the
necessary steps for your town to be successful in
attaining its goals of a more diverse economy with
an enhanced tourism industry and to become
more attractive and enjoyable for both visitors and
citizens.
A good plan will provide a program to get local
residents and the business community pulling
together, building the town’s unique image in the
minds of visitors and residents alike. The result
of your efforts will be a prosperous, enjoyable
environment in which to live, work, and visit.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Findings & Suggestions
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Our assessment process included reviewing Orangeville’s marketing materials,
plus looking at your online presence, reviews on TripAdvisor and other sites,
as well as performing the “secret-shopping” on-site assessment. We looked
at signage and wayfinding (how easy was it to find your attractions and
amenities?), appeal, critical mass (were there places in the community to
spend money?), attractions, amenities, customer service, and more.
So far, we have assessed more than 1,700 communities in 45 states, Canada,
as well as in Western Europe and Scandinavia. In Canada, we have worked
in nearly every city and town in Nova Scotia, dozens of cities and towns
in Alberta, as well as in British Columbia, Newfoundland, New Brunswick,
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Saskatchewan, PEI, Quebec City, and throughout Ontario.
We requested printed materials before we arrived, and we looked at
Orangeville’s marketing effectiveness as: 1) a place to live and raise a family, 2)
a place to work, invest in, or bring a business, and 3) a place to visit.
Your gateway signs are very attractive (bottom left). But we did see a lot of sign
clutter (bottom right). Suggestion: Limit words listed on signs. Commuters
only have 4 seconds to read the signs they pass on the road. Having more than
8 words on a sign overwhelms and becomes ineffective. There are so many
signs in this location it’s impossible to read them.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

As soon as we arrive in Orangeville, we’re blasted with this sign of “do not do”
regulations (top left). It’s impossible to read all these rules without stopping,
but we’re prohibited from doing that! Make it easier for people to see your
rules by spreading them out a bit onto different signs. People only have 4
seconds to read signs as they drive by, and there are 44 words here.

Information Centre work around the clock. Add 24/7 visitor information to
the outside by adding some weather-proof brochure holders, and include
various brochures, much like what North Platte installed on the outside of their
building (bottom right). By doing this, you will be offering assistance to those
that travel outside your Visitor Information Centre hours.

Suggestion: First thing we did was stop at your Visitor Information Centre.
We had already received some marketing materials through the mail, and we
picked up some more here (top right). If we had come after business hours,
we wouldn’t have been able to get any information though. Make your Visitor
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Your Visitor Information Centre is very helpful and knowledgable for your
community. The staff assisted by offering suggestions when asked about
a good restaurant to eat. Your staff is excellent, they act as the face of your
community, much like your gateway signs.
The Footsteps from our Past booklet (bottom left) was one of the best
marketing tools Roger Brooks has ever seen. It truly gave a look into where
you’ve come from as a community.
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Orangeville’s wayfinding system (bottom right) is very well done. Navigation
systems are not a substitute for wayfinding systems, so it’s very good you have
this system. We use navigation systems to find things we already know exist.
Only 5-7% of visitors stop at a Visitor Information Centre, so wayfinding helps
fill that gap. Without wayfinding systems, visitors won’t know what Orangeville
has to offer.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We saw this brochure for Far Shot Recreation and wanted to go check it out.
We went to the location and saw the sign for parking (top right), but we
couldn’t find it! Suggestion: Provide actual directions to locations, such as next
left, on left, etc. We went around back, as the sign says, but we still couldn’t
find it (bottom left).

As we looked for Far Shot, we saw your industrial complex, and it looks great.
We were happy to see the amount of industry Orangeville has.
We had also received a brochure for Alton Mill (bottom right). The brochure
did a good job of making us want to visit, so we set out to find it.

We are in an era when people rarely call, so offering simple directions to the
parking lot for Far Shot Recreation, for example, would be a way to invite
visitors to come in an spend money in your community.

Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Repot
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Alton Mill looks like a wonderful place, and although they are situated outside
of Orangeville, what they offer will bring visitors to Orangeville, making your
community the hub. Promoting Alton Mill is worthwhile to Orangeville.

and attractions (10 or so) within a 45-minute drive. Don’t include lodging, as
you will want to ask hotels and overnight locations to pass these out to their
guests.

Suggestion: Create the “Very Best of Orangeville” brochure. Promote your
anchor tenants. Your anchor tenants are the businesses that make you worth a
special trip.

This is the ‘Best Of’ guide for Alpena, Michigan (bottom right and left). Alpena
promoted the very best shops, activities, and restaurants, and each participant
paid $400 for their panel, so it was a public/private partnership. They printed
30,000, and mailed one to each local household to educate their residents
about what they have to offer. Not only will the “Best Of” brochure attract
people into the shops, restaurants, and activities, people will also go into the
neighboring shops, etc.

A “Best Of” brochure can have a dramatic impact on visitor spending. You must
vet and invite the participants for this guide.
Promote your best: Eateries (10); Retail shops and galleries (10); Activities
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It’s important that the brochure NOT look like a bunch of ads. Use an
advertorial format; include lots of photos with specific, descriptive text. It’s
critical to establish criteria to select the very best that you have, such as:
• Must have good curb appeal
• Must be open year round
• Must be open until at least 7:00 pm be open six days a week
• Must be open six days a week (can be closed on Mondays)
• Must be unique to the area (no chains or franchises) 				
• Must be highly regarded (80%+ positive peer reviews, regional publications)
The DestinationDevelopment.org has a video on to how to create this piece

(bottom left). Membership in the Destination Development Organization is
free for 2019, so we encourage everyone to join!
Orangeville already has a brochure very similar to the “Best Of” guide we are
suggesting (top left). This is very good. You could add to the brochure so that
you include more of your “Best Of” attractions, restaurants, retail shops, and
activities, promoting specific businesses.
When you promote your anchor tenants, then let visitors know what else you
have to offer.

Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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As we were driving down 10, we saw the sign for Island Lake (top left), and we
think it is perfect. It gives people essential information briefly and succinctly.
“Lake closed; trails open; daylight hours.” Perfect. Easy to read and understand.
We drove to Island Lake to check out the facilities (top right), and it looks
incredible. We saw that boats are available for rent in season. The informational
displays are great, and all in all, it looks like a wonderful place for people to
come and enjoy many different activities during the season.
Suggestion: Monetize the lake attractions more by providing information
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about what else Orangeville has to offer. Add a brochure holder at this kiosk
(bottom left) to distribute your “Best Of” brochures. Here is an example of the
simple brochure holder you could use (bottom right). When people are visiting
the lake, they could take a look at your other great assets, and they might be
tempted to go visit some of your shops and restaurants.
Island Lake activities should be included as some of your “Best Of” activities:
Canoe / Kayak / Paddle board Island Lake. Always promote the activities before
the location.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

The trails at Island Lake look great (top left). Having the map display is good,
but it would be even better to add some trail map brochures. It’s easy for a
visitor to forget what he saw on the map display, and having a map he can
take along would be very helpful. The trails should definitely be in your “Best
Of” brochure.

We drove out to see the Farmhouse Pottery & Cafe (bottom left), and it looks
amazing. We had seen some pottery at the visitor centre, and we were told
it was made here. Unfortunately, we didn’t have a chance to go inside (we
wanted to focus our time and money right in Orangeville). But we suggest
including Farmhouse Pottery & Cafe in your “Best Of” guide.

We found your fairgrounds (top right), and it looks like a very nice facility. The
sign looks sad, but part of that is the weather. Add a readerboard to let people
know of upcoming events at the fairgrounds. This would be an invitation to
come back.

We saw this recreation centre (bottom right), and it looks fantastic.
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We also saw the Sports Centre (top left), which looks great, and we are forming
an excellent impression of Orangeville.
We love the tree stump carvings (top right). They add a lot of artistic flair to the
town, and some of them are absolutely gorgeous.
We saw Murray’s Mountain, the tennis courts, the skateboard park (bottom
left), and Idyllwilde Park (bottom right). We were very impressed that
Orangeville looks like a great place to live.
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Suggestion: Orangeville could become known for its great sports facilities.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

While we were exploring Orangeville on our first day, even though the weather
was lousy, we thought that the town was fabulous. Nice neighborhoods, some
outstanding architecture, lots of great parks and recreational facilities—we
were truly impressed.
We found the Credit Valley Explorer Tour Train (bottom left and right), and
we were disappointed that it’s no longer operational. But we would have had
a hard time finding it without our navigation system, because the sign is so
small you can’t even read it from your car. We added this image to the sign to
show how it should be changed (bottom left). We also added better signage to
this photo of the station as well (bottom right). Signage for attractions should

always be large enough to be easy to read from a distance.
There is no information about the train at all. We did some online research and
learned that it has closed down and that there is a search for a new operator.
We don’t know anything about the tour train or what its issues have been in
the past, but we sincerely hope Orangeville is able to find a new operator for
the train. This would be a wonderful asset for the community.
We do know that most tour trains don’t break even and need some subsidy to
operate. They are usually a labor of love by a non-profit group that loves trains.
We hope you’re successful in finding a good operator!
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Add visitor information at the transit station (top left) plus the opportunity for
a new tour train operator.
Just across the street from the train station, I found my favorite tree sculpture
(top right). Really, this is gorgeous. All the sculptures are beautiful, and we
think they should be included in your “Best Of” guide as “The Tree Sculptures
Trail.” You could create a small map brochure to show people where each
sculpture is (or you could add symbols of each to the map in your “Best Of”
brochure).
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Your neighborhoods, schools, medical facilities, all looked very nice.
Orangeville is making a good impression!

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Even Orangeville’s location (top right), not too far away from beaches, close to
skiing, about an hour from the airport, is excellent.
We were staying at the Best Western, and when people exit the highway there
to head downtown (bottom right), they drive past a lot of fast food places,
auto repair places, and other buildings that aren’t very attractive. We can’t see
that there is a downtown ahead and over the hill. People don’t see a reason to
continue on to downtown.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Add another sign here to let travelers know that the downtown
district is ahead. What you’re telling them is “Don’t judge us yet—you still have
another 500 metres to go before you reach downtown, and it’ll be great!”
Give downtown a distinctive name. When you give downtown a name, you are
making it be a special place, not just “anywhere” downtown. A special name
can add to the ambiance of your city. Suggestion: Broadway Arts District.
But there are many other excellent names, such as in Vancouver, BC, there is
Gastown. In San Diego, there’s the Gaslamp District. In Toronto, there’s the
Distillery District.
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At some point in the future, consider creating a gateway into downtown. It
could cross over the road to really make a statement that “you have arrived!”
What is downtown Orangeville about? What makes you unique?
We considered branding ideas for Orangeville: Finding your Unique Selling
Proposition.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Rule 1: Branding is the art of differentiation. What do you have that people you
are hoping to attract can’t get or do closer to home? What sets Orangeville
apart? WHY should someone invest in Orangeville? WHY should anyone move
here? WHY should people visit you? These are all questions you should ask
while you determine your brand. We can find information about any city or
town in Ontario on the Internet, so what makes Orangeville different and
stand out from the rest? You need to be clearly different or better than your
competition.

Rule 2: Logos and slogans are not brands! Have you ever gone anywhere
because of the logo? Logos and slogans are marketing efforts to support and
communicate your brand.
Rule 3: Brands are perceptions: What people think of you. For instance, when
you say to someone you are from Orangeville, what do they say?
What are you selling? What do you want to be known for?
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Rule 4: All sustainable brands are built on product, not marketing.
Marketing will bring people to you just once. Period. The ONLY thing that
brings them back is your product. What product are you selling? What are your
primary activities? Your complimentary activities? Your amenities? How about
the people they interact with?
When you are creating ads, you want to promote the perception that is your
brand. For example, Devon, Alberta has been known as Bike Town Alberta
because of their street bike trails, biking attractions and amenities. In their
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ad (bottom right), they show one powerful photo to evoke emotion. Their
headline grabs our attention—it’s not the name of the town. They have body
text that promotes the town, a tagline, and then the name of the town.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Old Strathcona in Edmonton, Alberta (top left) promotes itself as the place in
Edmonton to celebrate your major events—the life of the Edmonton party.
Doesn’t this ad make you feel like celebrating? And the place to do that is Old
Strathcona.
Barrie, Ontario (top right) has been working very hard to remake its downtown.
It’s now promoting itself as “Uptown Barrie”—unpredictable, unconventional,
uninhibited, and unabashed. Does it make you want to go there?

These examples (bottom left) show Squamish, BC, known for its outdoor
mountain adventure and Bracebridge, Ontario, known for Muskoka living.
Your brand must be more than skin deep—it needs to be alive throughout
your community. It must be obvious what you are about. For example, St.
Albert, Alberta, is known as the botanic arts city. Their slogan is “Cultivate life.”
They are the home of the Hole Centre, an enormous nursery and conference
centre, and throughout the city, their landscape beautification shows that they
live their brand.
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Find Orangeville’s niche—what sets Orangeville apart from other cities and
towns in Ontario. What do you want to be known for? Identify your unique
selling proposition, and don’t try to do it with focus groups. Focus groups tend
to try to reach a consensus, which is usually something generic and bland.
“Something for everyone” is not a brand, and it won’t bring you success. You
need to jettison the generic. You need to find your unique niche, build on it,
and promote it.
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For example, if Orangeville is all about “kids and family,” where do you put the
carousel? (bottom left) If Orangeville is about nightlife, make sure you have
micro-breweries and evening entertainment. If Orangeville is about antiques,
be sure you have lots of antique shops (not second-hand stores).

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Decide what you want Orangeville’s focus to be, and that will determine what
types of activities and events you need, what your streetscape design should
be, and what types of businesses you need to attract downtown.
Your brand needs to be specific, with a narrow focus. A by-product of brands
“for the people” (a generic “something for everyone” type of branding effort)
is the committee that compromises and kills a potential brand home run. That
is why you never see statues of committees in public parks; you see brave
leaders!

Orangeville is a stunning town with a beautiful downtown. There’s no reason it
can’t be one of the top five downtowns in Ontario.
Pole banners downtown should always promote a “feeling,” not historic
buildings.
“I can’t give you a surefire formula for success, but I can give you a formula
for failure: try to please everybody all the time.” -Herbert Bayard Swope, first
recipient of the Pulitzer Prize.
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We saw that Orangeville has a lot of great sports facilities. Downtown seems
to have a lot of art, and if you wanted that to be Orangeville’s focus, it could be
expanded with more galleries. Lots of good restaurants are important to help
support an arts brand, and you have some fabulous restaurants. If you choose
to focus on “art,” you need to be able to out-compete other communities in
your market area that also have an arts focus. When you get into branding, it’s
about narrowing your focus; it’s not about logos and slogans.

• When we drove through downtown, we looked for parking and saw this sign
(top right). We weren’t sure if this sign meant for us to turn right here, or at the
next intersection. Later, we learned that it did mean to turn right here, which
was surprising because this is a narrow lane with a lot of pedestrians, and the
parking lot has a lot of reserved parking for condos and for people with small
children. Make it more obvious which parking spots are for the public to avoid
confusion.

• Find your focus and give downtown a unique name. The name should reflect
your focus. If you have an arts focus, you could use “Broadway Arts District.”

• Is it necessary to always indicate the by-law numbers on your parking signs?
This seems excessive (bottom right). Also, do many people really try parking
dismantled vehicles and machinery in your public parking lots? Do you have to
post all these rules? It seems heavy handed.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Simplify your parking signs (top left). You can still post your rules
without overwhelming visitors.
Eight suggestions to make downtown amazing:
1. Implement a blade sign program. Can you tell what’s in any of these shops
(bottom right and left)?
In a healthy downtown merchants use blade signs. The right kind of signage
can make or break a retail shop or restaurant. How will potential customers

know what you’re offering unless you tell them? When visitors drive (or walk)
through downtown, signs that are placed flat against the buildings are almost
impossible to read. Perpendicular (blade) signs take care of that problem.
Suggestion: Encourage blade signs throughout your downtown. They should
be consistent height and size, and they should be decorative. They should also
promote what it is you’re selling first, before the name of the store. Blade signs
should be no lower than seven feet, no higher than nine feet, and no wider
than 42 inches.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Give visitors an incentive to walk through your downtown. They need to be
able to easily identify what businesses are along your street to want to spend
time browsing. You need to have blade signs.
These signs in Leavenworth, Washington (top left), Nantucket (top right),
Carmel, California (bottom left), and Canmore, Alberta (bottom right) are very
effective blade signs. If you have ordinances that do not allow them, then work
on changing those ordinances.
People driving down the road aren’t going to slow way down and turn their
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heads from left to right, to try to read what’s on the building facades. Blade
signs make it easier to show what you have to offer.
As these examples show, they don’t have to be cookie-cutter. They can be very
distinctive, decorative, and show off the business.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Blade signs should not be used to promote brands, like a brand of beer or
brand of jewelry, but they should be used to promote the actual shop. Always
promote what it is you are selling before the name of the shop, such as
“Chocolates” or “Gifts & Toys.” This makes it easier for people to know what kind
of shop you have. A sign that simply states “Cindy’s,” for example, doesn’t let
people know if it’s a salon, a clothing store, a jewelry store, or something else.
“Cindy’s Home Accents & Gifts,” though, lets people know what the store sells.

There were so many sandwich boards on Broadway (top right and bottom left
and right) that they were in the way of pedestrians and created sign clutter.
Frequently, when cars are parked on the street, it’s difficult for drivers to even
see the sandwich boards, defeating their purpose.
We suggest restricting the use of sandwich boards to only chalkboards used
for restaurant menus and specials, or retail shops’ specials. Instead, make use
of blade signs.

When shops use blade signs, there’s less need to use sandwich board signs.
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

There are many downtown stores that don’t make it easy for people to know
what they are selling. For example: “N” (top left). What does N sell? If N had a
blade sign that stated what they sell, it would be very helpful.

never be allowed as permanent signage. Consider organizing a signage review
board, composed of downtown merchants, to give input and approval for sign
guidelines.

Or Blumen (top right). They could get rid of the sandwich board and put out a
blade sign that says “Vintage gifts for home & garden.” This would be easier for
people to see.

We weren’t sure what “Owls in the Attic” sold until we looked carefully in the
window. Add a blade sign to let people know—home accents and gifts. This is
a great store and should be included in Orangeville’s “Best Of” list.

There are a lot of signs that look completely out of place with your beautiful
historic architecture (bottom left). Temporary signs and plastic banners should
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We found the Bluebird Cafe (top left), and it is great. We were surprised that
it doesn’t have any beautification outside—no tables and chairs, no pots
of flowers, no benches, no blade sign. The facade is nice, but it’s so bare
that we actually wondered if it was still open for business. Very few of your
downtown businesses do anything to make them “inviting” from the outside.
We understand the needs of snow removal, but we have been to many wintery
downtowns that still have a lot of outdoor beautification and outdoor dining
with propane heaters. Why not Orangeville?
Orangeville could definitely use more downtown restaurants. It was necessary
to have reservations just for lunch!

This shop (top right) looks fantastic! Beautiful outdoor display, and the
sandwich board lets you know they sell flowers and espresso. The permanent
sign is on order. And we love the doggy friendliness!
Shop windows should never have more than four posters in display windows
(bottom left). More than that, and people ignore them. Plus it looks very
cluttered.
2.) Curb appeal is critical for downtown businesses. Add benches and pots
to the front of this shop (bottom right).
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Beautification is an investment with an incredible return. Merchants should
be able to use about 24 inches or 60 cm of the sidewalk against the building
facade for benches, displays, and pots.
Curb appeal can account for up to 70% of first-time sales at restaurants, golf
courses, wineries, retail shops and lodging facilities.
When we look down the street (top left), it’s not very appealing. That’s because
there is no beautification. This is very stark. Soften the transition between
sidewalk and building.
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Downtowns need to be a public/private partnership. Merchants should clean
off their own sidewalks, just to be sure it looks great. Consider arranging a
program for the city to hire some disadvantaged folks to sweep off sidewalks
periodically.
Think benches. Since women account for 80% of all consumer spending, make
sure downtown and the shops there appeal to women: with beautification,
safety, well-lit at night, and places to relax, especially for their partners (bottom
right).

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Look at the photo top left. Benches are important! Benches should always be
at the building facade, facing out, flanked by pots.
Move your benches so that they are up against the building facades. People
don’t like to sit with their backs to other people walking by, and they don’t
like to sit facing close to parked cars and traffic. Always add pots next to the
benches.

Tables and chairs with pots are another great alternative to benches (bottom
right). This works no matter what kind of store is inside the building; it doesn’t
have to be a restaurant.
Plan on 60 benches downtown.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

This bright pot and simple, brightly painted chairs are in Luverne, Minnesota.
Your businesses should create similar curb appeal. Beautification is an
investment with a great return.
These are great shops, but they don’t have blade signs or beautification (top
right). It’s an easy fix, and the addition of decorative blade signs and bright
pots and benches will attract more customers.
In Canmore, Alberta, merchants put beautiful displays of their merchandise on
the sidewalks like these (bottom left). These are extensions of window displays
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to exterior spaces, and besides looking beautiful, they tell people you are open
and inviting.
Restaurants should display their menus in an attractive setting, like this framed
decorative set of menus in Banff, Alberta (bottom right). This entices hungry
visitors inside.
By the way, Wicked Shortbread (top right) needs to be on your “Best Of” list!

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Again, this is in Canmore, Alberta (top left). This merchant creates these
displays every morning. Your shops need to create similar merchandise
displays outside to lure shoppers. These displays say, “We’re open. We’re in
business, and we’re welcoming.”
We loved what Pear Home did at their shop entrance (top right). It’s gorgeous
and entices people to come inside. Doesn’t this look beautiful? Pear Home gets
our curb appeal award, and it should be on Orangeville’s “Best Of” list.

This game shop (bottom left) didn’t entice us inside, because their window
displays seemed lackluster, and their exterior seemed a bit run down. Create
more attractive window displays that show off more of what is in the store, and
spruce up the exterior. Add some pots outside. We did go inside later, and we
were surprised at the variety of games and fun available. It’s a great shop.
We’ve worked in Fergus, where we visited their game shop “Jester’s.” It’s in a
strip mall, but the bright colors help attract customers.
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Good curb appeal includes: Extensions of window displays to exterior spaces
(merchandise displays, but NOT clothes racks and tables piled with stuff );
decorative blade signs; benches, pots, hanging baskets; facade appeal,
including paint, trim, color; beautiful window displays; sidewalk dining and
umbrellas.
The BIA and Tourism can spend a ton of money attracting visitors to
Orangeville, but only the merchants can lure the visitors into their shops. And
they do that with curb appeal.
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Winter weather is not an excuse to avoid beautification. Of course, you can’t
have pots of petunias outside in the winter, but there are many alternatives.
This is Erin (top right) in December. And this is in Southampton (bottom left).
This shop is another one in Erin (bottom right).

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

The merchants in Erin do an amazing job of beautifying their store fronts even
in winter (top left and right). Don’t they look wonderful? Gorgeous winterthemed decorations.
This shop in Elora (bottom left) has some of our favorite outdoor decorations.
Very fitting for a women’s boutique.
This outdoor beautification (bottom right) is very unique and attractive.
Fantastic job!
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Neenah, Wisconsin did a downtown makeover (before: top left, and after:
top right). Retail sales in the block with the beautification increased by 35%
of sales in the non-beautified street. Merchants should be responsible for
beautification at the building facades, while the city is responsible for curbside
beautification.
This storefront (bottom left) looks great. We love the bright yellow color with
contrasting trim. The very attractive blade sign and two pots by the front door
make it welcoming. Add a bench under the window and perhaps a couple
more pots. That would make it even better.
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These pots (bottom right) are wonderful! They add so much color and appeal.
The building facades need to have this sort of beautification as well.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Add pots with plants, flowers and evergreens every two meters
at storefronts. The merchants in Fredericksburg, Texas (top left and right)
combined forces and funds to purchase pots, planters, planting soil, and
shrubs for everyone, then had students and youth clubs plant them as
fundraisers. Notice that most of the pots are filled with evergreen shrubs—that
makes them low maintenance, and they last all year long. They had the pots
ready to plant in the autumn, but they waited until spring to plant them with
shrubs and flowers. For winter they stuck colorful pinwheels into the dirt.
People came from miles around to see the pinwheel display.

We noticed this little gazebo downtown (bottom left and right). It would be
an ideal location to put a brochure holder and “Best of Orangeville” brochures.
As it is, the posters and flyers look messy. Consider having different businesses
adopt the gazebo each month to keep it maintained. They could take down
outdated flyers, keep them organized, and keep brochures stocked.
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On Tuesday, we noticed that this gutter was flapping around in the wind (top
left), and we were afraid it would hit someone. Consider having a person walk
through downtown once a day to look for hazards like this so they can be fixed
promptly.
We loved the way the utility boxes have been painted throughout downtown
(top right). They are very fun and add to the artistic feeling of downtown.
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3. The business mix downtown—the rule of critical mass.
Near where we parked we looked at this downtown map (bottom left). It’s
a good map, but it would be more helpful if the downtown portion were
enlarged to show more detail, especially the parking lots.
Add a brochure holder (bottom right) to stock the “Best Of” guide. This is a
perfect spot for visitors to pick one up.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

The downtown business mix is the most important factor in a successful
downtown. Think about how antique malls do ten times the business when
they are together. Auto dealers do seven times the sales when they are
grouped together as an auto mall. They all do more business when they are
grouped together than when they are spread apart. People are attracted to the
choices. Within three lineal blocks, here is the minimum you need to have for a
successful downtown:
• Ten places that sell food. This can include ice cream, a bistro, a deli, a cafe, a
confectionary, as well as fine dining.

• Ten destination retail shops. This includes galleries, home accents, outfitters,
garden shops, kitchen shops, gifts, and more.
• Ten places open after 6:00 p.m. This can include restaurants, theaters, shops,
open-air markets, etc.
That will give you a critical mass of like businesses grouped together in a
pedestrian-friendly setting. Downtown needs to operate using the “mall
mentality:” common hours and working together for a common purpose—
everyone’s success.
One example of critical mass with a restaurant theme is in Halifax (bottom
right).
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Halifax, Nova Scotia needed a solution for their Argyle Street, which was three
steep blocks uphill from their waterfront. They had lots of vacancies, a hodgepodge mix of businesses, and people had no reason to climb the hill from the
waterfront.
The owner of one of the restaurants on Argyle Street had the idea of making it
into a restaurant row. He had to orchestrate this effort by asking the owners of
the empty buildings if they would give new restaurants a break on the rent for
the first few years, then getting the city to allow the new restaurants to use the
parking spaces in front of their eateries for outdoor dining during the warmer
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months. He worked to recruit new restaurants.
On Halifax Street now, within two and a half blocks, there are 22 restaurants.
People will travel a long distance to dine there. It is now a major gathering
space with very successful restaurants and the new convention centre.
We counted the businesses along Broadway, and we found that 37 of the
businesses are a perfect fit for downtown: restaurants and retail shops. But
46 businesses don’t “fit” well with a vibrant, walkable downtown. If they
were moved and replaced by more restaurants, destination retail shops, and
entertainment, Broadway would be more vibrant and successful.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Consider some zoning by-laws to help rearrange your downtown business
mix. Orangeville has big-box and neighborhood retail at the top of this map
(top left). Along Broadway, there is general retail near the highway, and then
the small section of about four blocks that is the destination retail area (in
purple), and further along Broadway is more general commercial. We suggest
a zoning overlay of the four blocks along Broadway (purple) with most of
the destination retail to be restricted to that use on the first floor. Allowable
uses could be retail, restaurants, cultural, entertainment—all non-chain/nonfranchise so that it is more “organic” to Orangeville. The upper floors could
house office space, lodging, and residential.

You could work with businesses and property owners on a recruitment
program to reach out to businesses already in Orangeville that fit the
requirements to encourage them to move downtown. For example, Harmony
Whole Foods Market (top right) would be a wonderful addition to downtown.
Forage (bottom left) would be fantastic to have downtown, and For the Birds
would also be a good downtown shop.
Ask these shop owners what it would take to get them to move downtown.
Work with the downtown property owners—help them to catch the vision of
a vibrant downtown, and the benefits it would mean to them with increased
property values in the future.
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Other excellent possibilities for downtown include BookLore and French Press
(top left).
CreekSide Clothing (top right) is another business that would be good to have
downtown.
Art-related shops and a running supply store (bottom left and right) would
also be great additions to downtown.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

It would be fantastic to concentrate your unique and excellent restaurants
downtown. Even fitness centers can work downtown, as well as in the
neighborhood retail area.

When we saw the monument shop on Broadway (bottom right), we thought
this would be a great place for a restaurant. It could use the outdoor space for
outdoor dining!

And these locations (bottom left) are great for more of the neighborhood
retail, consignment and thrift stores, health and medical facilities, social
services. Most of the businesses in the neighborhood retail areas are good fits
for those areas.
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If your residents want neighborhood retail, big box stores, medical facilities,
social services, insurance, financial services, then it’s good for them to be able
to find them close to each other. If your residents want to shop for gifts, unique
items, boutique items, fine dining, galleries, or entertainment, it would be
great if they could find those downtown. Downtown is more like “Etsy,” while
your neighborhood retail areas are more like a big department store.
Most of these businesses (top left and right) are local residents’ services,
and they could easily be successful in a neighborhood retail area. Pay day
loans, thrift stores, social services don’t depend on pedestrian traffic to get
customers. When you have a lot of these businesses in your downtown, you
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don’t have enough of the businesses that attract much spending, and the
shops in your downtown become less successful, until they eventually close
their doors. You need to group like-businesses together to help them succeed.
We were sad to see that your downtown movie theatre has closed (bottom
right). We walked past, and had to go through a crowd of people standing
outside smoking, and it was uncomfortable. It made us wonder if this part
of downtown was safe. If you enact a zoning overlay district for only about
four blocks, that could help alleviate this type of problem in the heart of
downtown.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

You do have some wonderful shops downtown. The Chocolate Shop (top left)
is excellent. In fact, we went there twice. It should be on your “Best Of” list.
Suggestion: refresh the sign and add some beautification outside.
Moguls in Mocean (top right) should also be on your “Best Of” list. What a great
shop.

We had a lot of fun looking at everything in Dragonfly (bottom left). It was
amazing to learn that the shop is full of handcrafted items, and we really
wanted to buy things when we learned that the owner was also one of the
artists whose jewelry was there in the shop (top right). People are four times
more likely to buy art when they meet the artist. It could still use some curb
appeal: a couple of pots out front. Dragonfly Arts on Broadway is another shop
that should be in your “Best Of” brochure.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We had lunch at Pia’s (top left). It was packed, and we had to wait a while. We
think downtown could use some more restaurants—they are always packed!
Orangeville has a lot of fantastic restaurants, and just needs more. Pia’s is
definitely a “Best Of.”

signage, and curb appeal from another downtown merchant?

We went into Glasscraft, and there are so many amazing things in that shop! It
is full of wonderful glass crafts, and they do some incredible custom work as
well. The shop seems very cluttered inside, and their curb appeal and displays
could use some help, but this is such a one-of-a-kind shop, we believe it needs
to be on the “Best Of” list. Perhaps they can get a little help with displays,

We were a bit confused by The Lion’s Den (bottom right). With so many
different things, we didn’t know if it was all one store. We looked online and
saw that it’s probably two different places with the same owner? There’s the
yoga studio plus the olive oil and vinegar and gift shop known as Route 145.
Make it easier for visitors by having very clear signage about what you have to
offer. Some beautification by the door would be great, too.
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Sproule’s Emporium is also a great shop, but again, it could use some
beautification outside (bottom left). It makes our list of “Best Ofs.”

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Fromage Gourmet Foods is wonderful! (top left) We found that they also
serve lunches, which will help with the crowed lunch scene downtown. Very
attractive, good displays, and good curb appeal too! One more for the “Best
Of” brochure.
The city could use a trash can here (top right)!
We went into the bookstore, and it’s great. This type of bookstore, with an
eclectic collection of books, some educational toys and games, and a unique
vibe, are coming back into popularity. We added it to the “Best Ofs.”

We enjoyed dinner at Steakhouse 63 (bottom left), and it was one of the best
meals we’ve ever had. Fantastic! The whole experience: food, service, and
ambiance, were excellent.
We didn’t have a chance to eat at RustiK (bottom right), but the reviews and
recommendations are excellent. We added both of these restaurants to our
“Best Of” list.
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So, here is our “Best Of” list so far (top left). Orangeville has an amazing
number of fantastic restaurants and shops! This suggestion about rearranging
the business mix so that downtown has “critical mass” could require a person
working with businesses and property owners for a couple of years, and of
course, you can’t”force” anyone to move to a location they don’t want to.
But if some of your restaurants that are located in the strip malls moved
downtown, and if you perhaps recruited a couple more, you would have such
a concentration of excellent restaurants that you would attract people from
miles around just for your dining. And your restaurants are fabulous!
4.) The future of downtowns is to be the place we spend our time after
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work and on weekends. That means shops need to be open into the evening
hours, and they need to have consistent operating hours and days.
If you have people coming into downtown for dinner, your shops need to
take advantage of those customers, and be open! Shopping and dining go
together!
Seventy percent of all consumer retail spending takes place after 6:00
pm. That’s why big box stores are open late into the evening hours! When
downtown shops are closed, they are forcing people to go over to the big box
stores!

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

In many parts of Europe, people take siestas in the afternoons (top left), and
then they remain open in the evening.
There’s a big danger approaching many cities and towns, and that is retired
folks opening “hobby” stores. It’s great for them to open stores, but often they
have no qualms about closing the shop down for a month or two to take a
vacation. If many stores downtown do that, the whole downtown suffers.

For more information on how to help your downtown businesses stay open
into the evenings, watch our video at DestinationDevelopment.org for how-to
tips.
Start with being open later on Fridays and Saturdays for a couple of years. Then
add Thursdays for a while. Then you can add Wednesdays. It takes a while for
people to get used to the idea of your expanded hours.
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5.) The elephant in the middle of the street. The great wall separating
Broadway into two pieces.
We understand you were given advice to build this major structure in the
middle of Broadway, but we feel that it is doing more harm to your downtown
than good. It separates the downtown into two different pieces, and it’s hard
to even see the shops across the street. Dividing downtown takes away from
its unity and its intimacy. It also seems dangerous.
It is a beautiful structure, and it has a lot of nice features, but this wall doesn’t
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accomplish anything that improves downtown. We are sorry to say this, but
we believe you should take it down. You can save all the beautiful pieces: the
waterfall, the fabulous clock tower, the statues, etc., and relocate them.
This wall divides downtown into two separate places, and we can’t even see
what’s on the other side because of the trees. It can also be dangerous for
pedestrians attempting to cross the street—drivers can’t see them, and they
can’t see approaching cars, until they are right upon them.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We suggest removing this barrier and moving the clock, water feature, and
other attractive elements to a downtown plaza. You would save what makes
this wall look nice, but in a better, more functional, place.

angle-in parking makes it easier for people to make an impulse stop when
they see a shop they want to visit. How many people prefer parallel parking?
Not many. Angle-in parking is much easier and quicker.

With the barrier gone, you could widen the sidewalks and add angle-in
parking. Angle-in parking increases spending by more than 20% and increases
the number of parking spaces by a third. Not only that, but angle-in parking
helps slow traffic. You don’t want people zooming through downtown as if
they are on a highway. You want downtown to be the destination. Congestion
is a downtown’s best friend. It helps people see what shops are available, and

Wider sidewalks means more room for people and more room for outdoor
dining. Downtowns should be about people—an intimate, vibrant gathering
place for your residents and visitors.
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The best, most successful downtowns have narrow streets and wide sidewalks,
like this one (top left). This downtown has parallel parking because the street
was already too narrow to allow for angle-in parking.
Downtowns need to be about people, not the infrastructure. We would love
to see all your sidewalks this wide (bottom left) to allow space for activities,
buskers, games, seating. With wider sidewalks, you can accommodate more
people. If most of the people are on the median walkway, they are not going
into any shops or restaurants—they are too far away, and the people would
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have to cross the traffic. There aren’t many crosswalks in downtown, and the
ones there are difficult to see because they aren’t marked (bottom right).

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

You also need mid-block crosswalks downtown (top left). We saw many people
jaywalking because there are so few crosswalks available. The crosswalks you
have are hard to see because they are the same pavers as the street. This is
dangerous.
Make your crosswalks stand out. Add more crosswalks. You could use colored
pavers so that the crosswalks stand out from the street, or you could use
StreetPrint (bottom left and right).

where the color is embossed down into the asphalt. You can use any design
you want.
Notice the workers finishing up this crosswalk (bottom left). Cars can drive over
the StreetPrint immediately upon completion. It’s less expensive than pavers,
and snow removal won’t damage it.

StreetPrint is done by a Canadian company, and it uses an embossing process
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The reason it’s so important for downtowns to be pedestrian-friendly hubs of
activity, where people like to spend their leisure time, is because it’s important
for downtowns to be places the younger generations are attracted to. You
want Millennials and Gen Xers to want to stay in your city, or move to your city.
Millennials and Gen Xers tend to wait until they are in their 30s and 40s to start
their families. Many of these young families are two-income couples, so their
free time is especially valuable.
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Americans are eating dinner later than ever before; the average time for dinner
is now between 7 and 7:30 pm.
Seventy percent of all consumer retail spending takes place after 6 pm, and
women account for 80% of all spending. Women like to spend their time in
places that are attractive and where they feel safe.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Most Canadian cities and towns were built around the automobile. But
more and more, people want to get out of their cars and enjoy a pedestrian
experience.
The top complementary activity of visitors is shopping, dining and
entertainment in a pedestrian friendly, intimate setting. That is where 80%
of non-lodging visitor spending takes place. A downtown setting is the best
place to find that type of experience.

We are moving to the European standard, where people are dining later in the
evening, and people want out of their cars so that they can enjoy a pedestrian
leisure experience of shopping, socializing, and dining in an attractive,
intimate setting. People want to spend time in active, programmed gathering
places such as plazas. People want sidewalk cafes, entertainment, boutique
shops in which to spend leisure time—that time after work and on weekends.
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Authentic local businesses, cultural depth with street musicians, performances,
public art, local eateries, retailers, artisans helps turn your downtown into
a place people enjoy spending time in. People feel that they can develop a
real connection. That is what the younger generations are looking for in the
place they live. And Boomers want that same feeling of connection with an
authentic place.
For the first time, jobs are going to the places where the “talent” is located.
Where the people want to live. Community development is a leading factor in
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economic and tourism development.
Your downtown should be the place people want to go to decompress and
enjoy their leisure time: an attractive, pedestrian-friendly, active and vibrant,
intimate setting.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

6.) Creating the pedestrian experience: wider sidewalks and narrower
streets.
When we first saw Mill Street (top right) we thought it would make a perfect
pedestrian-only shopping and dining area. We thought, if the street were
closed to automobiles, it could become a fantastic gathering place.

be lots of dining options and destination retail shops. There has to be a reason
people would want to walk down the street, and currently, the business mix
doesn’t give people a good reason.
That doesn’t mean it can’t become a successful pedestrian area. There are
already two good bookend restaurants (bottom right).

We looked more closely at the business mix that is on Mill Street, and we see
that closing off the street wouldn’t work now. The business mix is all wrong for
a pedestrian-only space. In order for it to be successful, there would need to
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Develop a 10-year plan to recruit destination retail shops, eateries, and
activities for Mill Street. You can make a list of the types of businesses in your
vision, and work with the property owners to recruit them. It will take time, but
it’s a worthwhile goal. Make the focus between 4:00 and 9:00 pm.
Don’t close the street to vehicle traffic until it is so busy with pedestrians that
you absolutely need to. If you close the street off too soon, the businesses
stand less chance of succeeding.
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Many cities are working towards creating public gathering spaces by closing
off streets. Here is Third Street Promenade in Santa Monica (top right). New
York City has closed off 60 miles of streets and converted them to bike or
pedestrian use (bottom left). This pedestrian area in New York (bottom right)
used to be a taxi lane until they closed it.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Other examples include Pearl Street Mall in Boulder, Colorado (top left).
Revelstoke, British Columbia (top right) has created a beautiful pedestrian area.
The new focus of downtowns is where people go after work and on weekends.
People want to have public gathering places where they can enjoy outdoor
dining (bottom left) and entertainment (bottom right).
Encourage your restaurants to have outdoor dining. Put out chairs and tables
as well as benches so that people spending time downtown have places to
relax.
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You want your public gathering areas to be full of art, performances, and
vibrancy. Food trucks are a wonderful addition to downtowns, and they are
such a different type of experience than a restaurant that they aren’t actually
competition. Have festivals and events so that people can come downtown to
celebrate.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

7.) A programmed plaza downtown. What comes first? Getting people
downtown 250+ days a year on a consistent basis. Then, retailers will be
successful, and more retailers and restaurants will open downtown.
First, you want to activate downtown. One of the best ways to start doing
that is to have lots of outdoor dining. This is Canmore, Alberta (top left). Even
during winter, propane heaters can be used outside.

You should have lots of outdoor dining spaces like this (bottom left). This is in
Salem, Massachusetts, and the flowers are silk.
In Wolfville, Nova Scotia (bottom right), restaurants can use a parking space or
two to provide outdoor dining. They build portable sidewalks to go around the
dining areas.

This shop (top right), also in Canmore, sells ice cream, and when people are
sitting, eating at the tables outside, business increases dramatically.
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More examples from Wolfville, Nova Scotia (top right and left). Dining areas are
set up right on the side walk and pedestrians are routed around the outside,
within a pathway with a fence on the traffic side.
The city of Barry in Ontario needed help with Dunlop Street because they felt
their downtown had too many bars. In fact they only had six bars, but they
didn’t really have many restaurants, so the bars stood out. The British Arms
(bottom left) helped Barrie streamline the permitting process for outdoor
dining.
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Suggestion: You can encourage your restaurant owners to have outdoor dining
by keeping the permit process easy and quick. You only need one page of rules
with things like: it has to be removed for snow removal, the surface must be
level to comply with ADA rules, there must be reflectors around the exterior,
and it has to allow for drainage.
Barry allowed a pencil rendering for proposed spaces and only charged $250
for a permit. They made permitting for outdoor dining space easy, and within
one year they had 14 restaurants with outdoor dining.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Add street vendors, musicians, and performers and magicians during the peak
months in spaces like this (top left).
Where you have wide paved areas like this (top right), add tables, chairs and
umbrellas during the summer. Create an open, welcoming gathering space.
You’ll attract more customers!

Create a plaza downtown, and program it with activities. We looked all over
downtown for likely locations for a plaza. This space is too small (bottom left)
and doesn’t have retail shops or restaurants opening onto it, so it isn’t a good
fit.
This spot (bottom right) could work well for a plaza.
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We took the liberty of coming up with an idea for a downtown plaza in
Orangeville (top left). The parking lot on the left could be converted into a
plaza, and the buildings alongside the space could be opened up to have
outdoor dining right on the plaza.
The large parking lot on the right could become a parking garage, which
would make up for the loss of the other parking spaces, and along Broadway,
you could build more retail space with upper level offices and residences. If
the city already owns this lot, they could strike a deal with a developer to build
the parking structure and building, and the developer would be able to own a
number of the parking spots for the use of the tenants of the new building.
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Instead of organizing events, provide activities!
This design (top right) shows a plaza for Old Strathcona in Edmonton, Alberta.
You would be able to develop a similar plaza in the location on the far left of
the overhead view of downtown. This plaza includes a splash pad fountain in
the summer, ice skating in the winter, lots of vendor booths and dining spaces,
trees, tables and chairs, and activities.
A plaza should be a fairly simple space so that activities can change. Use
pavers so that you can allow for changing underground wiring, etc. Consider a
covering like this (bottom right) for inclement weather.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Once you build a plaza downtown and bring it to life, everyone will benefit.
Setting up a plaza doesn’t have to be expensive. In this photo (top left) you will
notice they have five food trucks, but all the outdoor furniture is re-purposed
items. They used large wire reels for tables, and smaller ones for chairs. Pallets
have also been used to create places to sit. This plaza was put together on a
shoe string budget. What is more important are activities and seating.
Other activity ideas include street fairs, art market events (top right), exercise
classes (bottom left) and food trucks (bottom right).

Bring in food trucks with a variety of food items (bottom right). You could give
priority for these food trucks to businesses already in Orangeville, but if you
allow businesses from other cities, you could ask for 10% of their proceeds to
help pay for their location and program the site, creating a revenue stream.
If food trucks from other cities come, you will have the added benefit of them
inviting their friends and relatives to come to Orangeville. You could even host
a food truck festival.
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You might buy one or two or even four of these kiosks (top left) and rent them
out by the day, week or month. These can fold up at night, and would be a
great way for local artists to display and sell their work during the day.

These covered glass booths for local artisans and merchants in Bryant Park,
New York (top right) are wonderful. These are built in Quebec, and can easily
be moved around. Orangeville’s plaza could include two or three of these.

Work with local schools, even colleges to find musicians to bring in to the plaza
(bottom left). Have music downtown almost every week of the year.

Suggestion: Bring in vendors with portable climbing walls (bottom right). They
charge a few dollars for these activities, but a percentage would come back to
the town for the privilege of using the plaza space.
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FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

The plaza would be a great place for artists and craftspeople to demonstrate
their work and sell it (top left). People are four times more likely to buy art
when they meet the artist.

How about a Taste of Orangeville celebration on the plaza? (bottom right)

The plaza could host farmers markets, street fairs, art markets (top right).
Home and garden fairs can be spectacular on the plaza (bottom left).
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In the Spring and Summer, plaza programming can include “life sized” games,
like chess (bottom left) or jenga (bottom right).
These large chess sets can be purchased on Amazon for approximately $700
US per set.
The “life sized” jenga sets (bottom right) are a fun way to add activity to the
plaza. They cost approximately $80 US per set.
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What makes a plaza successful, and helps downtown businesses become
successful as well, is programming of activities. After a day of recreation,
visitors like to spend time relaxing, dining, and shopping, and the plaza can
provide all of that. Your goal is 250+ days a year of activity.
In Whistler, BC (top right) outdoor dining on the plaza is a must for visitors.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Change out activities in the plaza every two weeks—year round.
That would mean activities would change 26 time a year. This helps keep
people interested in coming into downtown for a variety of activities.

Suggestion: Buy Imagination Playground equipment and put it out for two
weeks at a time, six times a year (bottom right). Kids love to build and play with
these blocks.

In Spring and Summer, plaza programming can include foosball tables and
chess tables (top right). In Asheville, North Carolina they have installed
these tables for playing chess (top left). We asked them how often they end
up replacing the chess sets, and they told us that they don’t lose pieces to
vandalism, but they’ll occasionally lose pieces to the birds. They sometimes
find them in birds’ nests.
Orangeville, Ontario - Assessment Report
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Imagination Playground sets include huge foam blocks that are easy for kids
to move around, build things, and sit on (top left). The sets include 105 pieces,
and they also sell carts with lids for easy storage at night.
Sault St. Marie has a public outdoor fitness area (top right) along their
downtown trail. Canmore, Alberta also has fitness equipment (bottom left).
Consider adding a fitness area to your plaza and promote healthy living!
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Rapid City, South Dakota is a great example of how a plaza should be built to
increase tourism spending as well as local spending downtown. They turned
a downtown parking lot (bottom right) into an amazing plaza area that has
completely revitalized their downtown.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

We recommended that Rapid City convert this parking lot into a plaza (top
left). We also wanted them to tear down the brick Sears building on the right,
but a local businessman purchased it and donated $2 million to the city to
help with the plaza development.
This is the plaza now, on a Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m. (top right). The city is
hosting a classic car show, and the whole downtown is packed, including the
plaza.

(bottom left), and the owner gets more rent per square foot for that building
than anywhere else in town. It was a good investment.
They have a portion of the plaza fenced off for a beer garden (bottom right),
and the splash pad is turned off so that people can sit and watch the exhibit
that is going on.

You can see the Sears building now has restaurants that open on the plaza
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Rapid City created this splash pad area (top left) that can be used for other
purposes when it is turned off. The plaza is programmed year-round, so there
is always something going on. The splash pad runs 120 days each year, and the
ice skating rink (top right) also runs 120 days a year. It has turned Rapid City
into as big a tourism draw as big as Mt. Rushmore.
The city has a “Movie Night on the Square” (bottom right) every Monday night
with an average attendance of 3,500. A person posted this photo on social
media and stated, “I grew up in Rapid City and it was never as cool as it is now.”
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The impact of their plaza on Rapid City is astounding. We surveyed 24
downtown merchants, and the consensus is that the plaza is the best thing
Rapid City has ever done. Retailers continue to break sales records, and there
aren’t any retail vacancies. Within two years of the opening of their square, the
average age of a person buying a home in Rapid City dropped twelve years.
Young people started moving back.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

The goal is to bring people downtown at least 250 days a year. Doing this will
give businesses enough customers to succeed. It will also help downtown
become the true heart and soul of your community, building a feeling of
community pride. It will open new business opportunities and help attract
young families.

are doing better than ever. Sure, people have to walk a little further because
of the loss of parking spaces, but it’s worth it. Initially Shoppers Drug Mart
thought taking away their parking would kill their business, but it actually
caused sales to go up 300%.

Another great example of a successful plaza is in Waterloo, Ontario. They have
a parking lot in front of a Shoppers Drugmart (bottom left) that they decided
to close to parking (bottom right) and create a plaza. The space is programmed
year-round with activities, including ice-skating in winter, and the businesses
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8.) Solving the parking dilemma.
Two hour parking dramatically reduces spending and repeat visits. When
we were looking for parking this morning to give the presentation at your
beautiful opera house, we had a very hard time finding any parking close
by that would give us longer than two hours. We had to park in a lot across
Broadway (and over the huge barrier), and there are no crosswalks from that
lot to your opera house!
Most visitors need about four hours when they come downtown to shop. They
will want to have lunch or dinner or a snack, plus visit several shops. If you
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insist on street parking being limited to two hours, make it easy for visitors to
find four-hour or all-day parking.
Parking doesn’t have to be free. People are very willing to pay a reasonable fee.
Parking revenues should always be invested back into the district from where
they were generated.
People are willing to walk a distance—it just has to be worth it!
If you get rid of the median and add angle-in parking plus build the parking
structure, as well as change the parking lot into a plaza, you will have a net
gain of 360 additional parking spots.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Walmart shoppers have no problem walking 200 feet to the store entrance,
plus another two blocks to the back of the store for a DVD. The average person
going to a mall walks at least four blocks. Parking at Disneyland, people walk
an average of two and a half blocks to reach a tram, and then they walk all day
throughout the park. The destination just has to be worth the walk.

Fast Fact #1: Downtowns are critical to your success
Downtown should be Priority #1 for your community. Your downtown should
be the heart and soul of your community, and its health shows the health of
the entire community. If people who live in Orangeville don’t spend time in
their downtown, visitors won’t either.

We like what they did in Walnut Creek, California. Parking in their garages is $1
per hour up to a maximum of three hours. After that, it’s free. This encourages
people to stay downtown longer. The longer they stay, the more money they
spend!

Fast Fact #2: Downtowns are back! In a BIG way.
You need to bring downtown to life. Malls are no longer succeeding, and
people are wanting to spend time in a downtown setting, as long as it is
vibrant, intimate, and has things to do and specialty shops to visit.
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Fast Fact #3: The future of downtowns
Downtowns are where we go after work and on weekends. You need to be
open during those times. Your businesses would be better off opening later
in the day and staying open later, or taking a mid-day break to stay open late.
We are moving to a more European standard, where people are shopping and
dining later in the evening.
Fast Fact #4: In economic development, tourism, and community
development there is absolutely, positively NOTHING more important
than your downtown.
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The future of downtowns is to become our “Third Place.” The First Place is
where we live—our homes. The Second Place is where we work. The Third
Place is where we go to socialize and spend our leisure time.
Fast Fact #5: The business mix rules
Beautification and facade improvements will not “fix” a downtown. It’s what’s
IN the buildings that make you a draw. The business mix is the most important
factor in a successful downtown.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Create a Downtown Orangeville team. Master Development Plan
2025: Your Branding, Development & Marketing Action Plan.
Find those cheerleaders that can help take your downtown to the next level.
Master Development Plan 2025/Branding, Development & Marketing Action
Plan: Create your “to do list” to enhance your downtown. This is not a Strategic
Plan. This is instead, a checklist or “to do list” to help keep you on track and
reach your goals.
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Orangeville already has so much going for it! You have fantastic shops and
restaurants, and your community really cares about making your city become
the best it can be.
So, go through these suggestions, and decide what you want to turn into
recommendations. If you do most of these suggestions, Orangeville can
become one of the best downtowns in Ontario! What you have is incredible,
and you have the potential to be the best!
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The heart and soul of your community, in addition to your people, is your
downtown.

FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS
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MARKETING ASSESSMENT

Orangeville Marketing Assessment

The following pages contain an assessment by our secret shoppers, who
researched the area from a distance, reviewing marketing materials to see if they
could find the area, and if the materials were convincing enough to make them
want to visit.

Marketing Materials/Collateral requested: via phone and online, to the
Orangeville Tourism
I called the Headwaters County Tourism/Orangeville Tourism office and spoke
with a representative, who was very helpful.

MARKETING

Materials received by Mail
•

Received two brochures:

o

Orangeville Art Walk of Tree Sculptures

o

Enjoy the Scenery, Admire the Arts Orangeville

•
Orangeville Visitor Center business card, which says “If you enjoyed your
experience, please share your comments at tripadvisor.ca or urbanspoon.com.”
These two brochures were not enough to “make the sale” and did not provide
enough information to be able to plan a trip that seemed worth it. If a Visitors
Guide is not available, they might consider sending a letter with any brochures
that recommends places to stay, places to eat and things to do with appropriate
addresses and phone numbers.
It would also be good if they have their own hashtag, that they add Instagram
here.
Top 3 Things to See:

Online
I received the Online guide https://orangevilletourism.ca/tourism-guide/,
however, the collateral needs to be requested at least 8 weeks in advance.
In addition to the online guide, the representative sent an email with various
links to help plan our trip to Orangeville.
•
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zA-4rPqGClk&t=0s&index=6&list=P
LMYwMSlvUYZd0iJyZCTTiFImbwNcYgY81
•
This video is great. It made me want to try paddle boarding at the Island
Lake conservation area. As a trip planner, I would’ve liked the paddle board
rental vendor links in conjunction with this video.

During the phone conversation with the representative, I was given these
recommendations:
1.)
Island Lake—https://cvc.ca/enjoy-the-outdoors/conservation-areas/
island-lake-conservation-area/
This is a conservation area where you are able to hike, kayak and canoe.
Although the activities vary based on season, it is a great place to explore.
2.)

Alton Mill Art Centre—http://altonmill.ca/

Although this is located just outside of Orangeville, a trip to Alton Mill Art Centre
will allow you to see studio artists paint, galleries, a museum and shops.

•
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8vnIgxMagc&list=PLMYwMSlvUY
Zd0iJyZCTTiFImbwNcYgY81&index=2&t=0s

There is also a historic mill pond on site, however, it is currently being looked at
for a rehabilitation program.

•

3.)

https://orangevilletourism.ca

Mono Cliffs—https://www.ontarioparks.com/park/monocliffs

With numerous activities available, including hiking, biking, camping, horseback
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riding and so many more, Mono Cliffs will allow you explore the picturesque
Bruce Trail.

source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Bing_Search_Locations&mscl
kid=5c359e7332dd1e91d990c5ea448ce8aa

Additionally, the representative indicated there are numerous restaurants
downtown, a farmers’ market, which operates every other week in the
colder months, as well as tree sculptures and Utility Box Art Display Program
throughout Orangeville to enjoy.

I enjoyed that they offered recommendations for the best things to do in
Orangeville, as well as provided the average amount of time you would spend at
each activity. The Top 6 suggested were:
•
Island Lake Conservation Area (2h 30min)
•
Mono Cliffs Provincial Park (2h 30min)
•
Dragonfly Arts on Broadway (1h 30min)
•
The Electric Garage Sale (1h)
•
Farmhouse Pottery (30min)
•
Art Walk of Tree Sculptures (1h 30min)

Additional Activities & Places not to Miss
In my research, I found some additional activities & places that seem too good to
miss.
I found a “bucket list”, that contains all the things you never knew you wanted to
do, until now.
•
Escape from a creepy 1870s barn Let Me Out Escape Rooms
•
Compete in a horseless horse jumping competition at Angelstone
•
Take a VIP tour of Horse Stables Headwaters Stable
•
Run through an endless corn maze at Downey’s Farm Market
•
Tour a Honey House and Apiary Heritage Bee Co.
•
Watch live theatre from your kayak Island Lake Conservation Area
•
Herd cattle from horseback Rawhide Adventures
•
Take a stand-up paddleboard yoga class Robot Surfer
•
Enjoy a country mud bath Mud Hero
•
Intentionally drive through a mud bog Sweet Pea’s
•
See a country Christmas Tractor Parade of Lights
•
Race over a lake across seven bridges Seven Bridges Run
•
Dine in a dry-stone wall at Blackhouse at Landman Gardens and Bakery
•
Enter a snowshoe race Albion Hills Conservation Area
•
Savour maple syrup by lamplight Island Lake Conservation Area
•
Mountain bike at three in the morning 24 hrs. Summer Solstice
Websites
I found some websites that helped me in my planning:
Inspirock for Orangeville – Community specific Itinerary building website
https://www.inspirock.com/canada/orangeville-trip-planner?utm_
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Orangeville Tourism –
https://www.orangevilletourism.ca/
From the homepage, I was able to view various itineraries that were broken
down into 5 categories:
•
Enjoy the Outdoors
•
Be inspired by the arts
•
Experience family fun
•
Satisfy your culinary cravings
•
Create a memorable destination for your group
Within each category, there are offered suggestions on what was best to see and
do. Additionally, I liked that they have links directly to the items recommended.
Under the Festivals & Events drop down menu, they have the option of selecting
a season (Spring, Summer, Fall, or Winter) to view their festivals & events, or you
can view them all. I felt like this was a great way to display events, as most visitors
select a trip based on the time of year.
I enjoyed looking at the various festivals & events that Orangeville has to offer.
Although there were no events during the time I was looking to visit, each event
was linked to details of said event, which I found very informative.
This website also had links to other websites that assisted with my trip planning,
including Central Counties Tourism, Downtown Orangeville BIA, Headwaters
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Tourism Association and Theatre Orangeville.

hose some 80 acts.

Central Counties Tourism –

“IMPORTANT: The ghosts reported in the Orangeville Library are messy but harmless.

http://centralcounties.ca/

“Welcome to the Town of Orangeville, where you can admire the scenic landscapes
from numerous trails, a canoe on the water at Island Lake Conservation Area or
from aboard the Credit Valley Explorer Tour Train which travels along a rail route
established 130 years ago. Be captivated by the creative beauty of over 50 unique tree
sculptures, mesmerized by live first-class theatre performed by Theatre Orangeville
or delighted as you stroll through the galleries and exhibits of a thriving arts
community. You can spend your day wandering through an excellent selection of
charming stores and boutiques in historic downtown Orangeville or enjoy a delicious
meal served at one of the many fine restaurants located throughout Town. You can
visit one of our local events, relax in one of our parks or simply discover the area at
your leisure. Whatever you do, you are sure to treasure your time in Orangeville, the
‘Heart of the Hills’.”

I found this website, and based on the name led me to believe it would assist
me in planning my trip. However, it turned out to be a Planning website. Their
mandate states, “Our mandate is to identify sustainable best product and
practices that will build a stronger and more competitive tourism industry within
the region.” So, although I didn’t utilize it in my planning process, it is a great
website for those who might be looking to do business in the Orangeville area.
Downtown Orangeville BIA –
https://downtownorangeville.ca/
This website is wonderfully laid out. I enjoyed looking at the Attractions, as they
offered a variety that would entice the outdoorsy and non-outdoorsy tourists
alike. I do think that there should be links to other sites that help bring tourists to
Orangeville.
Headwaters Tourism Association –
https://headwaters.ca/
Headwaters is a region on Ontario that includes:
•
Town of Caledon
•
County of Dufferin (where Orangeville is located)
•
Town of Erin
•
Town of Mono
•
Town of Shelburne
When I went to the “Town of Orangeville” page within Headwaters, I found two
short paragraphs that made Orangeville very enticing:
“Of course, you’ll stroll downtown with its superb restaurants and funky shops, but
there’s more to this artistic, treelined town. Side streets reveal restored Victorian
homes, its professional theatre debuts major Canadian plays, and the free
Orangeville Blues and Jazz Festival invites you into dozens of town hotspots that

I like the fact that they have restored Victorian homes, which would be a
particular draw if I was thinking of relocating to Orangeville. Additionally, I think
the treelined streets sound lovely.
Between the online information and the online guide, I found some great
information to help plan my trip. What I enjoyed most about their online guide, is
that it was “Made by & for Visitors” Guide. I found it a unique idea. As a potential
visitor, I liked knowing that they took our ideas to heart and made a guide all
about what we enjoyed.
Within the guide, I particularly enjoyed the encouragement to use their hashtags,
#RealHeadwaters, #DiscoverON, and #ExploreCanada. In addition to these
hashtags, I think Orangeville should have and advertise their own hashtags
through all their social media.
I also found some additional activities that sounded great!
•
Koros Games (Orangeville) – You can play the games they sell within the
store. That sounds like a place not to miss.
•
RAM Rodeo (Orangeville) – This rodeo is during the month of June. I
think it sounds like a lot of fun.
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I also found a suggested itinerary for a day in Orangeville that includes Wicked
Shortbread for a toffee cookie, Soulyve Caribbean Kitchen, Theatre Orangeville
and the Best Western Plus to stay. I liked that they don’t seem concerned
about identifying specific businesses.
Theatre Orangeville –
http://www.theatreorangeville.ca/
I think it’s safe to say this is my favorite of the websites. The Theatre
Orangeville has so much to offer, and the bright scrolling photos advertising
various performances was so inviting. This is definitely on my must-see list.
Credit Valley Conservation –
https://cvc.ca/enjoy-the-outdoors/conservation-areas/island-lakeconservation-area/
There is so much information on this website. I found maps, activities and
many more suggestions. I would like to see location information added
to the top banner, so that it can be easily identified. Although the site had
plenty of information, I found it rudimentary with circuitous links. That was
quite frustrating as I was trying to plan a trip to the area. The best part of the
website is the Events page as it is up to date, and provides activities that are
happening in the area.
TripAdvisor –
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Tourism-g499283-Orangeville_OntarioVacations.html
TripAdvisor has 8 recommendations of things to do,
•
Island Lake Conservation Area
•
Mono Cliffs Provincial Park
•
Theatre Orangeville
•
Art Walk of Tree Sculptures
•
Credit Valley Explorer
•
Farmhouse Pottery
•
Dragonfly Arts on Broadway
•
Hockley Family Brewing
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Two of the recommendations I hadn’t seen on any of the other websites I
searched, they were:
•
Credit Valley Explorer – This scenic railroad looks great, although it
appears to have stopped running in May 2018. If this is true, TripAdvisor should be
updated. I was excited about a potential scenic railroad trip.
•
Hockley Valley Brewing – Under the reviews, people said the beer was
good, but the brewery was small, and the location was not ideal.
Facebook –
https://www.facebook.com/livinginorangeville/
I find the logo of Orangeville Ontario uninviting, however, I do like that the town
posts videos and photos that are entertaining to non-residents. I would like to see
upcoming events added to the Events page. All that is displayed are past events.
They looked entertaining but they wouldn’t help me plan a trip.
Orangeville Online Newspaper –
https://www.orangeville.com/orangeville-on-news/
The newspaper has some great suggestions as far as what to do while in
Orangeville via the “Things To Do” page. Additionally, I found an article that there
is a new manufacturing facility for the New York-based Florentina Foods, is being
built in Orangeville, bringing 60 to 80 jobs locally.
My Impressions
Now that I’ve done the research, do their printed and online marketing materials
make me want to go there?
If Orangeville was located two hours from my house, would I make a special trip
there based on what I saw, read and learned?
•
Yes, I felt like the marketing materials presented enough unique activities
and experiences to make me want to make a special trip to Orangeville.
If so, what closed the sale for me?
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•
For me, I liked how they presented Orangeville, with a real focus on the
artisans and their work.
If I were driving through Orangeville (on my way to somewhere else), is there
any place I’d stop? How much time would I spend at each (or the one) place
you’d stop? If so, where? This can be as simple as a restaurant, a scenic viewpoint,
anything.

Day 2:
• Breakfast at Pia’s on Broadway for French toast or a breakfast sandwich.
• I would take a side trip to the Jungle Cat Wildlife Park for a half a day.
• Lunch – I would ask locals what their favorite restaurant to eat lunch at and go
with their recommendation.

If I were just passing by, I would stop by Mochaberry or Second Cup for a coffee
for a half an hour, Euphoria Smoothies for a half hour, or Tadesco Bros. Bakery
& Eatery (on Broadway) for lunch or a quick bite for an hour or so (people liked
the thin crust pizza here). If I was passing through in August, I would stop for the
Taste of Orangeville for maybe a half a day. I would also want to go to the Jungle
Cat World Wildlife Park that is in nearby Orono, which would probably take up a
half a day based on their reviews.

• Afternoon renting a kayak to paddle at the Island Lake Conservation area.

If I were stopping by for a long weekend, I would:

Day 3:

Day 1:

• Coffee and a pastry or breakfast sandwich at Mochaberry Coffee & Company

• Breakfast at the Déjà vu Diner to try their eggs benedict. People really liked
their home fries. (At first I considered Barb’s Country Kitchen that had good
ratings online, but it sounds like ownership changed hands very recently, with
poor effect).

• Take a look at some of the tree sculptures around town. The ones I particularly
liked were: Owl in Tree, Bear with Jackhammer, The Hobbit House, Victorian Lady,
The Hunter.

• Take a hike or horseback ride at the Mono Cliffs Provincial Park.
• Lunch at The French Press Coffee House and Bistro
• Wander through the Olbrich Botanica Gardens (which is actually in nearby
Madison).
• Then take a look at the Alton Mill Art Centre (they are open 10am-5pm W-SUN)
in the afternoon.

• Stop by Wicked Shortbread to buy some shortbread (of course).
• Dinner at the Corriander Kitchen in the Conrad Hotel. They say it is in the
basement but the view from the windows of the landscape is lovely.
• Maybe see a show at the Orangeville Theatre

• Rent a paddleboard to spend half the day at the Island Lake Conservation area.
• Stop by Farmhouse Pottery to see the pottery and maybe have another coffee.
Then make a stop by Dragonfly Arts on Broadway to check out their art and see
artisans work.
• Dinner at Forage. TripAdvisor reviews said this is a hidden gem.
If I had the time, I might make an extra stop for breakfast at Nifty Nook
restaurant, as all the reviews made it sound like it’s a must do.

• Dinner at Rustik Bistro (actually spelled RustiK) for their fish or crab and Caesar
salad.
• I would love to stay at the Millcroft Inn & Spa
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